
The Secretary-General  
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Ref.: D(2007) 32985 
 
 
NOTE TO MEMBERS OF THE BUREAU 
 
Subject: Third information report on the historical archives of the  EP and the work of the Archive 

and Documentation Centre (CARDOC) - 2006 
 (Art. 9(2) of Council Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 354/83 of 1 February 1983 as amended by Council 

Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 1700/2003 of 22 September 2003 concerning the opening to the public of the 
historical archives of the European Economic Community and the European Atomic Energy Community) 

 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
Article 9(2) of Council Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 354/83 of 1 February 1983 as amended by Council 
Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 1700/2003 of 22 September 2003 concerning the opening to the public of 
the historical archives of the European Economic Community and the European Atomic Energy 
Community stipulates that ‘each institution shall publish information annually on its historical archiving 
activities’. 
 
The aim of this provision is to make information available on the activities performed by the Institutions in 
relation to historical documentation for the benefit of citizens and, especially, those particularly concerned 
by the European Union’s history (historians, researchers and students). 
 
In compliance with the standard arrangements laid down by the Interinstitutional Cooperation Group on 
archives, the activity report of the Archive and Documentation Centre (CARDOC) is drawn up by decision 
of the institutions and bodies of the EU. It relates, in particular, to the implementation of the objectives set 
by the Bureau in its decision of 16 December 2002 (‘Towards improved information and greater 
transparency: the archives of the European Parliament’), with particular reference to centralising EP 
archives under the CARDOC umbrella, modernising archives (digitisation and publication of data on a 
database accessible via the Intranet/Internet) and making archive documents accessible to the public. It 
also takes account of the Bureau decision of 26 April 2006 on processing of the papers of former 
Members of the European Parliament. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The Bureau is requested to note the information report on the work of the European Parliament’s 
historical archive centre in 2006 and to authorise its distribution, including notification to the other 
institutions and publication on the European Parliament’s Intranet/Internet site. 
 
 
 
 
Harald RØMER 
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Introduction 
 
This report has been drawn up under the terms of Article 9(2) of Regulation (EEC, Euratom) No 354/83 of 
1 February 1983 (as amended by Council Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 1700/2003 of 22 September 
2003) concerning the opening to the public of the historical archives of the European Economic 
Community and the European Atomic Energy Community, which stipulates that ‘each institution shall 
publish information annually on its historical archiving activities’. 
 
The report provides information on the EP’s historical archives and on the Archive and Documentation 
Centre (CARDOC) Unit under whose responsibility these archives are placed1. 
 

° ° ° 
 
In 2006 the recovery period which began in 2005 continued. This entailed imparting fresh impetus to the 
application of the Bureau decision of 16 December 2002 (‘Towards improved information and greater 
transparency: the archives of the European Parliament’) and the application of the Bureau decision of 26 
April 2006 on 'Processing of the papers of former Members'. 
 
The most notable measure to this end was the formulation and implementation of new strategies for 
exploiting archive collections: 
 

 performance of historical studies on existing collections; 
 presentation of archive collections on the Internet; 
 organisation of training courses on the management of documentary archives, in cooperation with 

the 'Mail' and 'Register' units; 
 formulation of a new policy on processing the archives of former Members. 

 
These innovative measures, incidentally, have been taking place in the context of more detailed 
measures to attain the objectives set by the Bureau: 
 
Centralisation of EP archives of historical interest: 
 
• contact has been made with various departments of the European Parliament to acquire 

collections of legislative or administrative interest (see Section 4); 
• the acquisition of recordings of committee meetings has continued, with archival processing and 

digitisation of magnetic recordings (see Section 4); 
• training in the management of documentary archives has been organised, at the initiative of 

CARDOC, by the units CARDOC, Register and Mail (coordinated by the Professional Training 
Unit). The courses concerned are intended for officials responsible for managing archives in their 
respective departments; they should make it possible, inter alia, to ensure homogeneous 
processing whenever documents are deposited with CARDOC (see Section 1.3). 

 
Automation of archives (see Section 5.2): 
 
• the digitisation of old archives, already initiated in 2002, continued with regard to the European 

Parliament’s standard legislative documents (reports, parliamentary questions, motions for 
resolutions, debates), entailing the digitisation and indexing of over 600 000 pages and over  
65 000 documents; 

• the processing of the EP Presidents’ archives continued, with digitisation and indexing of papers 
of Presidents Pierre Pflimlin and Charles Henry Plumb; 

• the presentation on the Internet of the documents and services of CARDOC was prepared as 
regards graphics and the content of the webpages; technical problems still remain to be resolved 
in 2007 in order to develop the database (it is necessary to install UNICODE). 

                                                 
1 The report outlines the progress made since 2005. For any basic information on the structure and functions of 
CARDOC, see information report No 1 on the year 2004. 
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Making documents accessible to researchers and citizens wishing to probe more deeply into the history 
of European integration (see Section 5.1): 
 
• historical studies have been performed in order to illuminate the most historically interesting 

collections: 'Committee of the Four Presidents', 'European Convention', 'Towards a single 
Parliament'. These studies are published on the Intranet site and sometimes in the form of a 
brochure intended for wide distribution ('Towards a single Parliament' was printed with a view to 
distribution to members of the public to mark the 50th anniversary of the Treaties of Rome); 

• efforts to process the papers of Members deposited with national Foundations or Associations 
have been suspended for the time being, pending a Bureau decision on policy on archiving the 
collections of former Members, which is being drafted; 

• relations with university circles have continued and been intensified; 
• trainees and visitors have continued to be received. The purpose was to deal with historical 

subjects and to pursue the management of old archive collections (ACP, Committee of the Four 
Presidents); 

• the Intranet site and the ARCDOC database continue to be accessed regularly by users within 
the Institution; 

• the Bureau decided to set up a declassification committee to resolve the problems relating to 
access to historical documents of a confidential nature; the decision has been implemented, and 
the committee has already proposed criteria for declassification, which have resulted in a decision 
by the Secretary-General. 

 
 
1. Administration 

1.1 Budget 

In 2006 CARDOC administered three items in the EP budget, one of them comprising three sub-items 
(3222-01/02/03): 

Item  Heading                  Routine activities 

2140-02  Technical equipment and installations:             Machine maintenance  
  archives                  (mainly readers/reproduction devices) 
 
3220-05  Documentation and library expenditure:           Purchase of books and reviews for the DG 
  books, subscriptions, newspapers,  
  periodicals and media library products 
  for DG Presidency 
  
3222-01  Expenditure on archive resources: Processing            Outside archiving services 
  of the archive collections of Parliament and its              
  bodies on all media, and acquisition of archive  

collections on  
  substitute media 
 
3222-02  Expenditure on archive resources: Processing Contributions to help cover the cost of 
  of the papers of Members of the European  processing the collections of Members/ 
  Parliament lodged in the form of donations or                former Members 
  legacies  
 
3222-03  Expenditure on archive resources: Special             Purchase of special materials and services 
  materials and services for the Archive and               
  Documentation Centre (CARDOC) 
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The item whose implementation entailed most innovations from the operational point of view was 3222, 
the relevant sub-headings being 01 and 02: 
 
• Heading 3222-01: three framework contracts for the archive processing and digitisation of collections 

expired in 2006. In order to arrange complete cover of archive needs and at the same time rationalise 
and simplify the overall legal framework, two invitations to tender (one of which comprised three lots) 
were issued. As a result, four framework contracts were concluded in the following fields: 

 Archive services (outside consultants, organisation of collections, indexing, processing of 
electronic files, digitisation, packaging); 

 Microfilming (using digitised images); 
 Outside assistance with archiving; 
 Maintenance of readers/reproduction equipment. 

 
The conclusion of these contracts made it possible to terminate another which was still in force 
(concerning special archive collections). 
A fifth contract which has been in force since 2005 continues to cover the field of digitisation of audio 
media (cassettes containing recordings of meetings of parliamentary bodies).  
 

• Heading 3222-02: a Bureau decision of 2005 had suspended the implementation of this heading, 
whose purpose is to finance the processing of the papers of former MEPs; the Bureau hoped that a 
new policy on the archives of former Members could be adopted. The Bureau subsequently decided, 
on 26 April 2006, to revitalise policy on processing the papers of former Members of the EP and gave 
the Secretary-General a mandate to submit to it proposals for direct acquisition of these collections 
from the Historical Archives of the European Union (HAEU) (under the aegis of Parliament) and for 
new rules to simplify the method by which subsidies are awarded to national Foundations which 
process these papers. These proposals were drafted during 2006 and should be submitted to the 
Bureau in 2007, after the Legal Service has delivered an opinion. 
 
 
1.2 Personnel  
 
Established personnel  
 
No change occurred in the staff establishment of CARDOC, following the rationalisation carried out in 
2005. Thus the staff establishment remains 27 posts, including 5 management posts and 22 inherent 
in the characteristic functions of the unit (archiving, management of databases, IT, dissemination of 
information and documentation). 
 
The head of unit completed the reorganisation of the establishment plan by function groups: 
 
Function groups managed by teams:  
 
- reception of documents;  
- organisation of files and management of stocks;  
- dissemination of documentation and 'information;  
- management of the microthèque;  
- administration of budget and IT. 
 
Function groups managed by officials (on an individual basis):  
 
- management/development of the database;  
- studies;  
- management of ad hoc deposits. 
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Freelances 
 
The number of outside staff employed on archiving work rose to 9-11, working in house. 
 
 
1.3 Training 
 
It had been found that the training organised in cooperation with the Professional Training Unit and 
an outside contractor did not meet the expectations of the staff who received it. The main need is for 
training in managing current archives; this presupposes an in-depth knowledge of document circuits 
and of the Institution's rules on management and conservation; however, the only people who posses 
this knowledge are specialists working in house.  
 
Accordingly, a new strategy was outlined in 2006 to organise documentation and archive courses in 
house; these courses will be held under the aegis of the Professional Training Unit by specialists from 
three units of Directorate A (Presidency Services) of DG Presidency, for which purpose CARDOC will 
work in synergy with the Register and Official Mail Units.  
 
Specialist staff at CARDOC have themselves been encouraged to update and add to their knowledge 
by visiting outside specialised bodies (Archives de France, etc.) or by means of international 
colloquiums (e.g. the international colloquium on the management of electronic archives held in Milan 
in December 2006). 
 
CARDOC has also contributed to the introductory programme for new officials when they join the EP; 
the purpose of CARDOC's contribution is to present the search facilities and ways of depositing 
documents with the Unit. 
 
 
1.4 In-house communication and synergies 
 
The CARDOC Unit forms part of DG Presidency and, within the DG, comes under Directorate A, 
Presidency Services. It has therefore established particularly close relations with departments in that 
DG (indeed, synergy with the Register and Mail Units is a general objective of action each year): 
 

 Register Unit 
 
 - Requests for documents 
 
This Unit applies to CARDOC for any thematic document search requested by members of the 
public. 320 requests for documentation were received in 2006. 
 

- Requests for waivers of confidentiality 
 

Whenever CARDOC receives any request for a document which ought to be of a confidential 
nature, CARDOC forwards it to the Register for a preliminary assessment. Around 20 such 
requests were received in 2006. 
 

- Confidential archive service 
 

This service is managed by the Register, but hitherto CARDOC has conserved the documents 
which are taken out of the confidential document room. Ultimately, however, it is intended that the 
task of conservation should also be performed by the Register. 
 

- Declassification 
 

Access to documents is normally public, pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 1049/2001 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council regarding public access to European Parliament, Council 
and Commission documents. However, exceptions exist (Articles 4 and 9 of Regulation 1049); 
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these particularly concern privacy and the integrity of the individual and the commercial interests 
of natural or legal persons.  
 
It is true that, with regard to historical archives, Regulation 354/83 as amended by Council 
Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 1700/2003 lays down that documents become publicly accessible 
30 years after their production. However, the above-mentioned exceptions may continue to apply 
to documents even after the 30-year period if the conditions for their application remain valid. 
Thus documents do not automatically become accessible to the public after 30 years in such 
cases, a preliminary assessment being necessary. Accordingly, Regulation 354/83 lays down that 
confidential documents which could be made accessible to the public after 30 years should be 
declassified 25 years after their production/reception. 
 
In order to systematically assess documents which are more than 25 years old, the CARDOC 
and Register Units proposed to the Secretary-General and the Bureau that a declassification 
committee should be set up, including the data protection officer and a representative of the 
Legal Service. The committee is to propose to the Secretary-General both criteria for 
declassification and the declassification of archive collections or parts of them. 
 
The committee met several times in 2006 and has already proposed to the Secretary-General the 
criteria for declassification; these criteria were enshrined in a decision of 31.10.2006 by the SG. 
 
The committee then embarked upon a consideration of the collection of Simone Veil, the first 
President of Parliament after its election by universal suffrage had been introduced. 
Declassification proposals will be submitted to the Secretary-General in 2007. 
 

 Mail Unit 
 

 By means of cooperation with the Mail Unit, it was possible to implement the Secretary-General's 
decision to deposit annexes to mail.  
 

 Budget/Finance Unit of Directorate A (BFU) 
 
This Unit is in charge of budgetary implementation transactions, the preliminary checking of these 
transactions and oversight of tender procedures. Relations with CARDOC are intense: firstly, the 
BFU has initiated and checked more than one hundred budget implementation transactions 
(mainly expenditure commitments and payment authorisations); in addition, the BFU has played a 
vital role in advising on the technical arrangements for initiating and monitoring all transactions 
with an impact on the budget (two tender procedures launched in 2006). 
 

 Information Technology Directorate (DIT) 
 
The problems tackled with the DIT in 2006 included: 
 

 - an analysis of the jobs performed at CARDOC, as a preliminary to defining needs for the 
development of a database as an alternative to ARCDOC; 

 - renewal of the web interface of the ARCDOC database and application to that database of 
UNICODE software, making it possible to read all alphabets: the DIT provided technical 
assistance with the implementation of these developments, which were the work of an outside 
firm. 

 
 CARDOC participated actively in 3 workshops on Document Management organised by the 

DIT, presenting proposals which were incorporated in the final document submitted to the 
Secretary-General. 

 
There are also frequent contacts with units in other DGs: 
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 DG Info 
 
Cooperation was established with DG Info in 2006 in order to promote maximum dissemination of 
initiatives to promote CARDOC's collections. In particular, the unit responsible for coordinating 
the Information Offices presented its needs for the distribution to the Offices of the brochure to 
mark the 50th anniversary of the Treaties of Rome, 'Towards a Single Parliament'. 10 000 copies 
of this study were printed, so that the Offices could undertake an initial distribution on the 
appropriate date. A fresh print-run may be necessary in 2007, depending on requirements. 
 

 DG IPOL, EXPO, PERS, FINS, IFIN 
 
Cooperation has been undertaken with certain departments in these DGs in order to determine 
the arrangements for lodging legislative or administrative archives with CARDOC. 
 

 Professional Training Unit (DG PERS) 
 
Relations with this Unit concern the holding of training courses of interest to archivists (see 
Section 1.3). 

 
 

2. Premises 
 

The policy of rationalising the management of repositories has resulted in concentration of all paper 
archives in just three rooms in Luxembourg, in the KAD Building (- 1C 862ST and - 1E 866ST) and in 
CARDOC's offices. 
In 2006, this rationalisation measure had the benefit of the transfer to the Historical Archives of the 
European Union in Florence of some 60 running metres of old archives.  
 

3.  Automation  

3.1 Hardware 
 
This section is not relevant to CARDOC. Management of the hardware (server and database) used by the 
department is the responsibility of the DIT (Information Technology Directorate).  

3.2 Software 
 
3.2.1 Development of the CLARA software package 
 
 Since 2000, CARDOC has had archive management software, CLARA, which underpins the 

ARCDOC database. This database may be consulted on CARDOC's premises (in a version 
which allows more advanced searches to be made) or on the Intranet site (via a web interface). In 
2005 work began on a project for the introduction of a new database which would be more 
advanced and better connected to Parliament's other databases; its initial development took 
place in 2006 by means of an analysis of the existing situation, which was expected to continue in 
2007 and would be followed by an analysis of the latest needs. 

 
 Work on the development of the web interface, which is intended to become more user-friendly, 

has continued and should be completed in 2007. 
 
3.2.2 Intranet site 
 
 CARDOC's site can be visited at the following address: http:\\www.europarl.ep.ec/archives. In 

2006 a section was added to the site concerning the studies which the Unit makes of archive 
collections which are also made available to the public. 
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 The numbers of pages consulted on the ARCDOC database and elsewhere on the Intranet site in 
2006 were 65 484 and 2954.  

 
3.2.3 Presentation on the Internet of CARDOC's documentation and Services 
 
 Various problems need to be solved in order to transfer CARDOC's documentation onto the 

Internet: 
 

 access to documents: establishment of criteria for declassification (see point 1.4, 'Register 
Unit') makes it possible to identify which documents can be published; 

 graphic presentation (which should be homogeneous with that of the Europarl site): 
authorisation for the configuration has been granted by the bodies responsible (COMTEC 
and Editorial Committee); 

 adaptation of the CLARA software package which underpins the database: the problem of the 
technical adaptation of CLARA by introducing UNICODE should be resolved in the first half of 
2007. 

  
 
4. Intermediate archives  
  
The intermediate archives currently available amount to some 3000 running metres, consisting of 
collections which are for the most part legislative and are still undergoing processing. A non-exhaustive 
list may be found in the annex. These archives are being processed in two stages: 
 

Deposit: in 2006, around 5000 paper files (oral amendments, written questions, questions for 
question time, original amendments, draft reports) and 30 running metres of documents were 
received from the Distribution Unit and the Publications Office of the EU as part of the regular 
deposits. 
 
The following extraordinary deposits were also received: 
 

• some 40 running metres of EP Bureau documents concerning its meetings between 1989 
and 2003; 

• Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (participation by the EP in its 
drafting): 4 running metres; 

• Incoming and outgoing referrals service: proposals for transfers of appropriations by the 
European Commission - Decisions of the Committee on Budgets - Opinions of the 
Council: 1 running metre; 

• Council of the European Union, Agreements Office: 29 CDs; 
• Committees and Delegations: 1990 cassettes; 
• Fisheries Committee: 8 running metres; 
• Subcommittee on Human Rights: 3 running metres. 
 

 
• Sorting and consolidation: at this stage, files are identified and reconstituted, discarding any 

documents which are of no administrative or historical value (Art. 7 of Regulation (EC, Euratom) 
No 1700/2003), with a view to the digitisation of the files. All EP reports and minutes up to mid-
way through the 4th parliamentary term have been reconstituted, indexed and digitised. 
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5. Historical archives  
 
5.1 Service to users/researchers 
 
Under the Bureau Decision of 16 December 20021 CARDOC has been given the task of supplying full 
documentation to researchers and members of the public who wish to conduct a detailed study into 
subjects related to the EU and its history.   
 
In order to render this Decision more effective, two fresh initiatives to promote CARDOC's archive 
collections were taken. The various ways of gaining access to the EP’s historical documents which have 
been offered to the public were therefore added to in 2006: 
 

1. Documentary Information on the Intranet site + direct access to the ARCDOC database  
 

More than 65 000 pages of documents were consulted. 
 

2. Meeting ‘long distance’ requests from the public by e-mail, telephone, etc., for 
documents/information 

 
More than 900 requests were dealt with by the team assisting researchers, and over 40 000 
pages of documents supplied. 

 
3. Consulting historical documents on CARDOC premises in person with the assistance of the Front 

Office team 
 

Around 35 study visits (duration 1-15 days) took place, with technical and documentary 
assistance. 
 

 4. Trainees 
 

Six paid trainees worked, respectively, on: 
 

 the reorganisation of the series 'Committee of Presidents'; 
 the reorganisation of the 'Committee of the Four Presidents' collection; 
 the 'ACP' collection; 
 the 'Delegations' collection; 
 the biographical data of former Members of Parliament. 

 
 

5. Studies and publications 
 
 A fresh initiative to promote the archive collections of the European Parliament was launched; its 

purpose is to perform studies of periods in Parliament's history and on topics suggested by the 
archive collections available to the public.  

 
 The studies initiated in 2006 concerned the Committee of the Four Presidents, the 'European 

Convention' and the deliberations of the ECSC Common Assembly in connection with the 
negotiation of the Treaties of Rome. The latter study, entitled 'Towards a Single Parliament', was 
performed with a view to wide distribution to mark the 50th anniversary of the Treaties of Rome 
(25/03/2007). All the studies are published on CARDOC's Intranet site. 

                                                 
1 ‘Towards improved information and greater transparency: the Archives of the EP’ (aforementioned). 
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6. Publication on Intranet of CARDOC documents and Services  
 
 This initiative is presented in item 3.2.2. 
 

 
5.2 Archival processing 
  
Processing of 'Historical archives' follows the stage of sorting and consolidation of files (see Section 4). 
Processing comprises the following three stages: 
 

• Digitisation: more than 600 000 images were digitised in 2006 (the reduction in comparison with 
the million images processed in 2005 is due to the expiry of a contract which was only replaced in 
2007). 
 
The volume of documents processed breaks down as follows: 
 

 

 

Digitisation in 2006 

Term* Parliamentary 
reports 

Motions for 
resolutions 

Parliamentary 
questions Minutes Petitions Debates 

 
 
Presidents' 
offices 

AC 0 0  302  58  0 0 
 

PE0 323 6 7710 94 0 0 
 

PE1 3 10 4807 0 0 0 
 

PE2 0 0 4875** 0 0 0 28799

PE3 6117 0 5621** 1810 0 0 
 

PE4 9 0 4591** 1023 0 0 
 

       
 

Total items 6452 16 27906 2985 0 0 28799
The table shows the total number of items classified by document type, that is to say, the number of documents digitised and 
described in 2006. A document may consist of one or more pages. 
 
* Key: AC = Common Assembly; PEO = Parliamentary Assembly from 1958-1962 and European Parliament from 1962-1979 (not 

elected directly). PE 1,2,3,4: the terms of the first, second, third and fourth directly-elected Parliaments respectively. 
** Only answers to H questions. 

 
In addition to digitisation of paper documents, there is the digitisation of recordings of committee 
meetings: 3000 hours of recordings have been transferred to digital media. 
 

• Indexing and entry in ARCDOC database: more than 6000 files were processed. 
 

• Archival description: this activity has been temporarily suspended in order to assign priority to the 
organisation, indexing and digitisation of legislative collections and special collections. 
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5.2.1 Processing of special holdings: Presidents' collections 
 
Since September 2004, CARDOC has embarked on archival processing of the Presidents’ collections. 
The documents in question relate to the exercise of the office of President of the European Parliament 
since 1979 (when the first elected Parliament was constituted). 
In 2006 the collections of Mr Pierre Pflimlin and Mr Charles Henry Plumb were processed.  

 
6. Relations with professional and academic organisations 
 
CARDOC continued to pursue relations with international and interinstitutional archive bodies. In 
particular, it attended the meeting of representatives of the Archives of Ministries of Foreign Affairs in 
Vienna and the colloquium on the Archives of contemporary politicians organised by the French 
Archivists' Association in Paris. 
 
CARDOC also attended the meetings of the new 'Group of European Archivists', which was set up in 
accordance with a Council recommendation of November 2005 and consists of representatives of the 
Member States and European Institutions to monitor the implementation of certain priority measures 
relating to archives. 
 
As regards relations with academic organisations, contacts continued with the University of Luxembourg, 
several of whose students on a post-doctoral course in the history of European integration were assisted 
in their research. 
 
 
7. Interinstitutional Cooperation Group 
 
CARDOC attended the half-yearly meetings of the Group. One of the issues which it raises regularly with 
the other institutions is the declassification of confidential documents 30 years after their production (see 
Section 5); this issue will particularly be dealt with in 2007, in connection with the procedure leading to the 
revision of Regulation 1049/2001 on access to documents. 
 
The Unit contributed to the results of the Working Party on the selection and evaluation of interinstitutional 
documents set up by the Interinstitutional Cooperation Group at the beginning of 2006. 
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Annex  
 

 

Description of the main types of documents and collections contained in the intermediate and 
historical archives 

 

 
 
Documents generated by parliamentary business 

• Minutes of plenary sittings: 
- authentic edition signed by the President (from 1960); 
- edition published in the Official Journal (complete collection from 1952).  

• Debates:  
- complete collection in all languages from 1952 to 2000 (in microform – also available in digital 
format); 
- partial collection with authors’ handwritten corrections. 

• Resolutions / Motions for resolutions: 
- complete collection from 1952.  

• Minutes of committee meetings (incomplete collection from 1952).  

• Committee reports since 1952 and preparatory documents: 
- Ad hoc Assembly (1952-1955), 
- ECSC Common Assembly (1952-1958), 
- EPA and European Parliament before direct election (1958-1979), 
- First directly elected European Parliament (1979-1984), 
- Second directly elected European Parliament (1984-1989), 
- Third directly elected European Parliament (1989-1994). 

 

• Petitions: 
- complete collection from 1953 to 2000. 

• Parliamentary questions (written, oral, or for Question Time): complete collection. 

• Written declarations. 

Documents of political  bodies  

• Presidents' collections (not open to the public): 
- Simone VEIL, President 1979-1982 (inventory made) 
- Pieter DANKERT, President 1982-1984 (inventory made) 
- Pierre PFLIMLIN, President 1984-1987  
- Lord PLUMB, President 1987-1989  
- Enrique BARON CRESPO 1989-1992  
- KLEPSCH 1992-1994  
- HÄNSCH 1994-1997 
- GIL-ROBLES 1997-1999  

• Bureau and enlarged Bureau papers (minutes and documents; complete collection from 1952 to 
1984 and from 1989 to 2003); Committee of Presidents (1952-1973). 
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Official mail 

 Complete chronological collection from 1952.  
 President’s (official mail only) collection, by date from 1981. 

 
 

Special holdings 
 

 Parliamentary Assembly – Council of Europe Assembly joint meetings series. 
 Committee of the Four Presidents (1952-1967). 
 Collection (incomplete in the official languages) of ACP Assembly sessions 1958-2000. 
 Intergovernmental Conferences (IGCs).  
 Secretaries-General collections.  
 Bruck collection: documents on Parliament’s Rules of Procedure.  
 Photos of leading figures from the history of European integration.   
 Poster collections. 
 Press cuttings. 
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